
K. LBG.I

Section 1 ' Calibration in CPS, CPM - Gross Counting (for PHA calibration skip to secrion 2.)

With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument.
CHECK position, then launch the winE600 program. set and verify correct time
Utility, then Set Time.

l. Turn the E-600 to the
in the E-600 by selecting

2' Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smart probe parameters or
Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file
for the probe under calibration. Click on the oK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the
instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edir,
Smart Probe or Conventional Probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters. previously calibrated smart
probes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (psec.) 8

Probe Area (cm2) 5

Max. Hieh Voltase 1500

Overrange (cps) 40000

Radon Alarm (cos) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Tvoe Gamma

Units cpm

Selected Window Upper

Hieh Voltaee 460

Window Param's
Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 2.00 2.00

counts/count 1.00 r.00

Bkg. Weight Factor 0 0

Integrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider 1

3' Select Edit, Instrument Parameters, thenenter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the windo,,,
that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and ,,Next 

Cal. Date',
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parameter should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, model, and cal

dates in the Probe Par nmeters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

Select Calibrate, then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel / radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Flateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 20

Startine Voltage 450

Endins Voltaee 725

Voltase Steo 25

Max. Count Rate (cps) 5000*

Graph Name LEG-I

File Name LEG1.GRF

* Depends on source activity.

Expose the probe to an 2alAm plated source, of =300k cpm (=600k dpm). Position the source disc with the

active side facing the end of the probe, preferably in a lead shield. Ciick on the Stqrt button. There will be a

delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph ofthe source plateau will appear after

the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage should be

extended. Ifthe noise region ofthe plateau has not been reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to

complete the plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the center of the upper window plateau. The operating voltage

is normally set at a point where the voltage is as high as possible with less than a 170 crossover. The black

vertical bar turns red when the window crossover exceeds l%o. Move the bar back one position when it turns

red to obtain the optimum operating voltage. Save the desired voltage setting to the instrument by clicking on

the Set HV button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to verify the HV set point is the desired

value established during the plateau.

Next select Calibration then Determine Calibration Constant. Verify Channel 1, Upper Windorv, and

Background buttons are selected with the count time set to 300 seconds. Place the probe in a low background

area, preferably in a lead shield, then click on the S/arf button to begin the background count. Note the

background reading.

Check the 2arAm 60 keV gamma efficiency. Expose the detector to an 2arAm source of '600k dpm, preferably

s/n 6025 and place in a shield. Use the Background mode to acquire a count by watching the countdown in the

lower right corner, note the cpm when it is below 2Vo. Subtract the previously determined background from
this count. Use the following formula to determine efficiency. Note the calculated efficiency to record later on

the calibration report.

_ E600 reading - Bkg x lO0

0.357 x Source DPM

5.

6.

1.

8.

ilililr
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NOTE: Gamma per minute based on 0.357 abundance of 60 keV gamma from 2arAm. Ref: ICRP Publication

38. 1983.

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument. To print

cal report, select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibrated.

Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears.

Record the isotope and previously determined 60 keV efficiency on the pnnted calibration report. Print the

plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate file from the list in

the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the plateau is displayed in

the Graph Window, select File then Print Graph.

Section 2 - PHA Calibration

10. Load the LEG-I PHA probe parameters (leglpha, * file), by selecting Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smart

Probe Parameters or Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. Click on the OK button to

transfer the parameters from the disk file to the instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600

are set per the table below by selecting Edit, Smart Probe or Conventional Probe, then the Probe and

Channel parameters.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 8

Probe Area (cm') 5

Max. Hieh Voltase r500

Overranse (cps) 40000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number 1

Channel Type PIIA

Units cpm

Selected Window Lower

Hish Voltase 460
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Window Param's Lower Unner

Threshold (mV) 4.00 5.00

counts/count L00 r.00

Bks. Weisht Factor 0 0

Intesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate A1arm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider 1
1l

Select Edit, then Instrument Parameters. If necessary, enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in

the window that appears. Likewise, enter the probe serial number and model in the Probe Parameters

submenu of the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 20

Startins Voltase 700,k

Endins Voltaee 900*

Voltaee Steo 10

Max. Count Rate (cps) 20,000*x

Granh Name LEG-I. PHA

File Name LEG1.GRF

* Plateau starting and ending voltages will vary with isotope.
** Depends on source activity.

Place a 2nt4* or 23ePu source (or other isotope of interest) against the end of the probe, preferably in a lead

shield. Click on the Sturt button. There will be a delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles.

A graph of the source plateau will appear after the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt

will appear asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If the noise region of the plateau has not been

reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to complete the plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is on the peak of the lower window plot. Save the desired voltage

setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set HV button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to

verify the HV set point is the correct desired value.

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument. To print
cal repoft, select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibrated.

Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button if the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears. Print

11.

t2.

lJ.

14.

15.
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the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate file from the

list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the Graph Window
is displayed, select File then Print Graph.
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NRD,IIP-280
Calibration in Rem/h

With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Tum the E-600 to the
CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting
Utility, then Set Time.
Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disft, then Smart Probe Parameters or
Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file
for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the
instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,
Smart Probe or Conventional Probe, then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart
probes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 10

Probe Area (cm2) I

Max. High
Voltase

2300

Overrange (cps) 10,000-NRD
25,000-HP2g0

Radon Alarm (cps) 0
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4.

5.

6.

E-600 Channel Farameters

Channel Number 1

Channel Type Neutron

Units RemAr

Selected Window Lower

Hieh Voltase 1500

Window Param's Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 2.00 60.00

counts/rem 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

lntegrate Alarm 0 0

Rate Alarm 0 0

Click Divider I 1

Temporarily edit the units of measure to cpm in channel 1 by selecting Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe

then Channel Parameters. Place the NRD in a 10 R/h 137Cs field. Select Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe

then Channel Paramet,:rs and adjust the HV for approximately 50 cpm as read on the E-600 in Ratemeter
mode. Changing the high voltage setting in the channel parameters and clicking on the Down Loadbutton, v'|ll
allow changes to the HV while observing the effect on count rate in Ratemeter mode. When the reading is

approximately 50 cpm in a 10 R/tr field, decrease the HV by 50V and verify no counts.

Edit the units of measure back to RemAr, by selecting Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe then Channel
Parameters. Next select Calibration, then Determine Calibration Constanf. Verify Channel 1, Lower
Window, and Cal. Const. are selected. Enter the calibration constant freld,0.027 Rem/tr. Place the NRD in a

27 mRem/h field (0.027 Rem/h) then click on the .S/arf button to begin catbration constant determination.
Actual count time is determined by the progmm. When the count is complete, click on Save to store the new

calibration constant.

Select Calibrate,then Run Linearity Check. Enter the following linearity fields in the box that appears: 0.01-
Rem/tr (27 mRem/tr) and 0.2 Rem/tr (200 mRem/h). Note the field entered must be in the same units (Rem/h

as the detector set up.

Click on the Start bufton to begin the linearity check. If a LINDATA.TXT file already exists the Overwrite
dialog box will appear. Click on Yes to overwrite the existing file with the new linearity data. Follow the

instructions in the dialog boxes that appear. The E-600 response and percent error will be reported. (Note:

The linearity tolerance is set in System parameters). Click on the Start button again to repeat the linearity tesl'
or to add different fields. The Overwrite box that appears will allow adding to the existing linearity data file ::
overwriting it all togetrcr.

When the linearity tests are complete, select Calibration,then Print Calibration Report, while still connecr-::
to the E-600 just calibrated. Add the linearity data to the report when prompted.
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M. PG.2

Section 1 - Calibration in CPS, CPM - Gross Counting (for PHA calibration skip to section 2.)

With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to the
CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting
Utility, then Set Time.

Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disft, then Smart Probe Parameters or
Conventional Probe Parametcrs whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file
for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the
instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,
Smart Probe or Conventional Probe, then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart
probes will have parameters stored intemally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 12

Probe Area (cm2) 12

Max. Hish Voltase 1300

Overrange (cps) 20000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Tvpe Gamma

Units cpm

Selected Window Lower

Hieh Voltaee 560

Window Param's
Lower Unoer

Threshold (mV) 3.00 45.00

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

Intesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I I

Selent Edit, Instrument Parameters, then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the window
that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of caliblation and "Next Cal. Date"

2.
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parameter should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, model, and cal

dates in the Probe Parameters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

4. Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage
parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 10

Startine Voltaee 560

Endine Voltaee 1060

Voltaee Step 20

Max. Count Rate (cps) 25,000*

Graph Name PG-2

File Name PG2.GRF

* Depends on source activity.

5. Expose the probe to a 2'ePu plated source (preferably one of the Meg cpm sources). Position the source disc 
Iwith the active side facing the probe, preferably in a lead shield. Click on the Start button. There will be a

delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the source plateau will appear after
the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage should be I
extended. Ifthe noise region ofthe plateau has not been reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to I
complete the plateau.

6. When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the I
voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the center of the plateau. The operating voltage is normally set

at a point where the voltage is as high as possible with less than a 7Vo alpha (upper window) to gamma (lower I
window) crossover. The black vertical bar tums red when the alpha to gamma crossover exceeds l%o. Move I
the bar back one position when it turns red to obtain the optimum operating voltage. Save the desired voltage
setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set HVbutton in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to I
verify the HV set point is the desired value established during the plateau. I

7. Determine efficiency next by selecting Calibrationthen Determine Calibration Constanl. Verify Channel l. a
Lower Window, and Background buttons are selected with the count time set to 300 seconds. Place the prob: I
in a low background area, preferably in a lead shield, then click on the S/arl button to begin the background
count. The background should be less than 60 cpm in a lead shield.

I8, Exposethedetectorto a plated23ePu source,preferably s/n 1071 ors/n Pl646andplacein ashield. Use the

Background mode to acquire a count by watching the countdown in the lower right corner, note the cpm u he:
it is below ZVo. Subtract the previously determined background from this count. Use the following formula i: I
determine efficiency. Note the calculated efficiency to record later on the calibration report.

-. -n E600 reading - Bkg x 100
\l afr

Source CPM
I
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9. Calibration is now complete. Verify correct unrts of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument. To print

cal report, select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibrated.

Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears.

Record the isotope and previously determined gamma efficiency on the printed calibration report. Print the

plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate file from the list in

the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the plateau is displayed in

the Graph Window, select File then Print Graph.

Section 2 - PHA Calibration

10. Load the PG-z PHA probe parameters (pg2pha.* ftle), by selecting Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smarl

Probe Parameters or Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. Click on the OK button to

transfer the parameters from the disk file to the instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600

are set per the table below by selecting Edit, Smart Probe or Conventional Probe, then the Probe and

Channel parameters.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) t2

Probe Area (cm') t2

Max. Hieh Voltage 1300

Overrange (cps) 20000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0il

tl

rl

tI

I

ril

i$

li

f1,

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Type PHA

Units cDm

Selected Window Lower

Hish Voltaee 700
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Window Param's Lower Unner

Threshold (mV) 4.00 5.00

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

Integrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I I

1 1. Select Edit, then Instrument Parameters. If necessary, enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in
the window that appears. Likewise, enter the probe serial number and model in the Probe Parameters
submenu of the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

12. Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage
parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the
graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 20

Startine Voltaee 700*

Endine Voltaee 900*

Voltage Step t0

Max. Count Rate (cps) 20.000**

Graph Name PG-2. PHA

File Name PG2.GRF

* Plateau starting and ending voltages will vary with isotope.
** Depends on source activity.

1 3. Place a 2atAm or 23ellu source (or other isotope of interest) against the end of the probe, preferably in a lead
shield. Ciick on the Start button. There will be a delay before the first count begins as the high voltage sen.:
A graph of the source plateau will appear after the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a promFl
will appear asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If the noise region of the plateau has not been
reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to complete the plateau.

14. When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the
voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is on the peak of the lower window plot. Save the desired volta::
setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set HV button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear :,
verify the HV set point is the correct desired value.
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15. Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument. To print

cal report, select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibrated.

Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears.

Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plnteau then select the appropriate file from

the list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the Graph

Window is displayed, select File then Print Graph.
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N. rrP/sHP-340, HP/SHP-380A8

Calibration in dps, dpm, cps, cpm, Bq, dps/l00cm2, dpm/100cm2, Bq/100cm2

NOTE: The probe must have been closed up for at least 8 hours before attempting to calibrate. Exposing the scintillator

or PM tube to light will cause the probe to be noisy'

With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument' Turn the E-600 to the

CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting

Utility, then Set Time.

Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disk,then Smart Probe Parameters or

Conventional probi parameters,whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file

for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the

instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 ar€ set per the table below by selecting Edll,

Smart probe or Conventional Probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart

probes will have parameters stored and won't require downloading from the computer'

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 8

Probe Area (cmz) 73 (100 for HP/SHP-380A8)

Max. Hieh Voltage 1000

Overrange (cps) 80.000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I 2 J

Channel Type Alpha Beta A/B

Units cpm cpm cpm

Selected Window Upper Lower Both

High Voltage 654 654 654

Scaler Time(secs) 20 20 20

1.

2.
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Window Parameters Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 1.50(1.60 for HP/SHP380AB) 3O.l (22.1 for HP/SHP380AB)

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

lntesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider 1 I

Select Edit, Instrument Parameters, then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the window

that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and "Next Cal. Date"

parameter should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, model, and cal

dates in the Probe Parameters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau from the sub-menu. Click on the Channel l button on top, then edit the

plateau voltage parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name.

Note the graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 20

Startine Voltaee 684 (550 for HP/SHP380AB)

En'ing Voltage 889

Voltaee Step l0

Max. Count Rate (cps) 5000*

Graph Name SHP340. SHP380AB. etc.

File Name 34OXXX.GRF, 38OABXXX.GRF,
etc. where XXX = serial no.

x Depends on source activity.

5. Expose the probe to a eeTc 10K to 200K cpm (or "20K to 400K dpm) plated source. Position the source disc

near the center of the probe face, with the active side facing the probe. Click on the Start button. There may

be a delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph ofthe source plateau will appear

after the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage

should be extended. If there are no counts in the upper window, extend the plateau ending voltage, but no

higherthan 1000 volts.

6. When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the desired HV set point. The operating voltage is normally set

at a point where the vc,riage is as high as possible with less than a 7Vo beta (lower THLD cts.) to alpha (upper

THLD cts.) crossover. 'l'he black vertical bar turns red when the beta to alpha crossover exceeds |Vo. Once it
tums red, move the bar back until the alpha counts (upper window) is <0.I cps to obtain the optimum
operating voltage. Save the desired high voltage setting for channel I by clicking on the Set HV button in the

plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to verify the HV set point is the desired value established during the

3.
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7.

plateau. Click on the Channel2 button on top and then the Ser F1V bufton to set the same HV for channel 2.

Repeat the same for Channel 3.

Perform a quick check on the beta background. Remove the source from the probe and select channel 2 (Beta),
Ratemeter mode. The beta background count rate should be between 150 and 300 cpm (250 to 450 cpm on
HP/SHP380). If not, adjust the high voltage as necessary. Note: Ensure the HV is set the same on all three
channels before proceeding.

Both alpha and beta backgrounds must be established prior to determining the calibration constant and

crossover correction factor for each window. Begin by selecting Calibration, then Determine Calibration
Constant. Verify Channel 3, Ugrer Window, and Background buttons are selected with the count time set to
1 80 seconds. Place the probe in a low background area and then click on the Start button to begin the
background reading. The alpha background should not exceed 5 cpm. While Background is still selected,
click on the Lower Window button to display the beta background. The beta background should be less than
300 cpm (450 cpm for HP/SHP380). If either background is too high, try decreasing the high voltage.

Next determine the calroration constant and crossover factor for the Beta (lower) window. Select Channel 3,
Lower Window, Cal. Const. and the Do XOver box. Enter the calibration field. which should be a 47mm eefc

source of around 50K to 100K cpm. The units must be in cpm to match the probe set up. Expose the probe to
the source and click on Start to beein the count. The actual count time is determined bv the WinE600
program.

Verify the determined Beta Cal.2x efficiency or counts/count parameter) is greater than 0.10 for eeTc. If
within tolerance, answer Yes to the save prompt. Note the efficiency (CC x 7N = 7o eff.) to record later on the
calibration report. The new crossover factor is also stored into the channel parameters.

Now determine the calibration constant and crossover factor for the Alpha (upper) window. Select Channel 3,

Upper Window, Cal. Const., and Do XOver. Enter the calibration field, which should be a 47mm 23ePu source
of around 50K to 100K cpm. The units must be in cpm to match the probe set up. Expose the probe to the
source and click on Start to begin the count. Actual count time is determined by the WinE600 program.

Upon completion, verify the determined Alpha Cal. Constant (ie. 2n efficiency or counts/count parameter) is
greater than 0.36 for 23ePu. If within tolerance, answer Yes to the save prompt. Note the efficiency (CC x 10tr

= Vo eff.) to record later on the calibration report. The new crossover factor is also stored into the channel
parameters. The Alpha to Beta crossover factor must be less than 0.2500.

Unless calibration other than cpm or cps is specified, edit the cal constant to 1.00 in both the upper and lower
windows of channel 3. This yields actual probe count rate, the recommended procedure for these probes. To
edit the cal constant select Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable , then Channel Parameters. Jum:
to step 16.

If calibration is to source count rate (2n emissions) then jump to step 16. Do not edit the cal constants to 1 i ''
the previously determined values are correct for 2n emissions.

If units of dps, dpm or Bq, dps/100cm2, dpm/100cm2, or Bq/l00cm2 are desired, change the activity units a*.:
cal constant at this time. To edit the units and cal constant select Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe as

applicable, then Channel Parameters. Select the desired units in channel 3. Then divide the previously
determined cal constant by two, and enter the new cal constant. This must be done for both upper and lori e:
windows of channel3.

For example: If the previously determined cal constant was 0.24 counts/count. Change the units to dpm. '-:,: -

edit the cal constant to 0.12 counts/disint. (0.24 + 2\.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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16.

8.

Verify correct units of measure are set in the instrument. Copy the new parameters from channel 3 to channels

I and 2 by selecting Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable, then Channel Parameters. Click on the

Copy button and when prompted enter " 1" as the channel to copy to. Repeat the same for channel 2. Copying
channel parameters will require restoring the Channel Type and Selected Window for each channel. Channel 1

should be set to Alpha . hannel type, with the Upper window selected. Channel 2 should be set to Beta channel

type, with the Lower window selected. Refer to the Channel Parameters table.

Calibration is complete. To print cal report, select Calibration,then Print Calibration Report, while still
connected to the E-600 just calibrated. Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button if the Print
Linearity Data dialog box appears. Record the isotope and previously determined efficiency on the printed cal

report. Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate
file from the list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the

Graph Window is displayed, select File then Print Graph.
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o. sHP-400

Calibration in R/tr

Handling precautions: The plastic ion chamber inside the SHP-400 is conductive and is charged to about 30 Volts
above chassis ground. While the current available from the chamber's bias baneries is limited and presents no
hazard, shorting the chamber to any other parts of the instruments will quickly run down the battery as well as

invalidating any readings taken.

Note: This procedure REQLIIRES an E-600 with a firmware version of 3.02 or later. Prior versions of the E-
600 program DO NOT automatically recognize the SHP-400 and WILL NOT support this procedure as

written.

The first section of this procedure is intended to initialize a newly assembled SHP400 probe and to prepare it for
calibration. These steps are equally appropriate for a probe which has been repaired and/or rebuilt and which does
not apPear to be interacting correctly with an E-600. Simple calibration of a probe which is already functioning
properly is covered later in the document.

l. With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Switch the E-600 to Check
mode, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting Utility, then
Set Time.

Connectadigitalvoltmeterbetweenpin 1of the 1000:l voltagedivider(Rl2)andpin2of potenriometerRll
(or the end of Rl which is tied to this point in etch). With the volfineter on its lowest scale, adjust Rl l until
the displayed voltage is 24.5 *0.5 millivolts.

If the probe being calibrated is new, use the Init Sman Probe function under the Utility heading to initialize the
probe's memory. At this point, if the E-600 is displaying Probe Fail, install Probe Paramet€s, turn the E-600
OFF then ON to initialize the SHP400. Set the Autoranging command to "NO" in the Instrument Parameters

Next load the probe parameters (previously calibrated smart probes will have parameters stored and will not
require downloading from the computer). Select Edit,l,oad Setup From Disk, then Smart Probe Parameters
From the list presented, select the SHP400 frle. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from rhe
disk frle to the instrument.

Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit, Smart Probe.
then the Probe and Channel parameters. Values not listed, such as alarm setpoints and scaler count times.
may be set as desired, however a response time sening of approximately 10 seconds will be called for larer :r.

this calibration procedure.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Probe Parameters

Dead Time (psec.) 0

Probe Area (cmz) /1',

Max. Hieh Voltage 0

Overrange (cps) I 8000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Control Line
Function

Slide Position - Auto
Channel

Probe Type Ion Chamber --
Pulsed

Channel Parameters

Channel Number 2 3

Channel Tvpe Gamma None None

Units R/h R/h CDS

Selected Window Upper Unoer Uooer

High Voltage 0 0 0

Window Parameters
Channels 1 & 2

Lower
WIndow

Upper
Window

Threshold (mV) 1.00 60.0

counts/R I 7.00E+06

Bks. Weisht Factor 0 0

Inteerate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Ctick Divider I 10

Select Edit, Smart Probe, Probe Pararneters, then enter the SHP-400 serial number and calibration dates in
the window that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration; the "Next Cal.

Date" parameter should be set to one year after this cal date. Store all changes to the probe's memory.

In a negiigible background field, advance the E-600 control knob to Check mode, then press the Channel

key several times until a screen is displayed with the label 'CAL0'in the lower-right corner. Press and hold

6.

rl

7.
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the Star key for five seconds; the instrument will then beep four times and begin counting the probe,s ,zero,

frequency. Do not move or touch the probe during this count. After a thirty seconO count, the E-600 will
again beep four times and display the zero frequency in Hertz. If necessary, potentiometer R10 on the
boffom of the SHP-400's V-F board should be adjusted and the frequency rn"urur"*"nt repeated until the
zero frequency is 20 x 2Hertz. After CALO has been done, SHP 400 should be dropped - l/4" from Table
Top while re-running CAL0 change should not be greater then 0.25 Hz. If it changes; it is indicative of a
loose connection or foreign matter which is moving inside the chamber, and should be investigated.

8' Turn the E-600 off, re-connect the ribbon cable to the battery board, and re-assemble the probe completely.

This concludes the initialization and checkout segments of this procedure; the remaining steps will calibrate the
probe. It is assumed that the person performing this calibrationls familiar with basic operation of the SHp-400
and E-600. If necessary, refer to the technical manuals for these products for normal oierating instructions.

Calibration Procedure

In a negligible (ie. background) field area, connect the SHP-400 and E-600 and switch the instrument to
Check mode. Press the Chntkey several times until the screen labeled 'CALO' is displayed. press and hold
the Star key for five seconds to initiate a 3O-second count of the probe's zero frequency. After this count is
completed, the E-600 will automatically subtract this frequen"y f-- all subsequent readings.

Take readings in gamma fields (normally provided by l37cesium 
source wells) at a minimum of three values

For Normal use, fields of 25,250 and 2500 mR/hour are recommended. ff the probe is to be used primanlr
in a specific range of field intensities, values in the desired range may be substituted for the above or
additional points may be taken. Likewise, if the probe is to be used principally for measuring a different
isotope, that source may be used for calibration.

Compute the response of the probe in each field measured (indicated value divided by nominal field
intensity). Average these ratios to obtain a single value, which should be close to uniiy.

Connect the probe and E-600 to a personal computer on which the E-600 interface program is running.
Retreive the calibration constant (expressed in Counts/R) which was in use during ih"r" *"urrrements anc
multiply this value by the response ratio obtained in the previous step. Enter the result as the probe's ne\r
calibration constant and click oKto save it to the probe'i tn"rnory.

Note: The same calibration constant is normally entered into both channel 1 and channel 2. This entry nL:
be made manually in both windows before saving to probe memory. ff desired, a second set of
measurements may be made with the shield open and/or using a different isotope as a source for channel l
If channel 2 is to be calibrated, its Channel Type must be set io something other than 'None,. The normai
type for channel 2, if used, is 'Beta'.

Measure and save a new background value using the updated calibration constant. Repeat the
measurements used as calibration points and verify that all are now within 5Zo of nominal (ie. the ratios
obtained are between 0.95 and 1.05). Additional points may be checked if desired; all values between I -
and 5000 mR/h should fall within x 5Va of nominal.

Calibration is complete. To print cal report, select Calibration, then Print Calibration Report, while st:.
connected to the E-600 just calibrated. Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button wher, :- :
Print Linearity Data dialog box appears. Record the isotope and calibration constant on the printed ca1
report.

11.

12.

9.

10.

t3.

t4.
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P. SPA.IA
Calibration in CPS, CPM, DPS, DPM, Bq to 230Th

1. With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to the

CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting

Ufiliry, then Set Time.

2. Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup .From Disfr, then Smart Probe Parameters or

Conventional probi parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file

for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK buffon to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the

instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,

Smart probe or Conventional Probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart

probes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer'

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) l0

Probe Area (cm') 2

Max. Hieh Voltage 1400

Overranse (cps) i5000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Tvpe Alpha

Units cpm

Selected Window Upper

Hish Voltase 430

Window Param's
Lower Upner

Threshold (mV) 2.00 10.00

counts/count 1.00 r.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

lntesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I I

Select Edit,Instrument Parameters,then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the window

that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and "Next Cal. Date"

il
3.
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4.

parameter should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, model, and cal

dates in the Probe Parameters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage
parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the
graph frle name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 30

Startine Voltage 425

Endine Voltase 725

Voltage Step 25

Max. Count Rate (cps) 2500*

Granh Name SPA-1A

File Name SPAlA.GRF

* Depends on source activity.

Expose the probe to a 23olh plated source of around 10K cpm. If available 23ePu may also be used. Position
the source disc with the active side facing the detector. Click on the Start button. There will be a delay before

the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the source plateau will appear after the first count
When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If
the noise region of the plateau has not been reached extend the ending voltage as necessary to complete the
plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the
voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the center of the plateau. Adjust up and down from this poinr
noting the ratio of the upper window counts versus the lower window counts shown in the lower left corner.
Select the point where the upper window (alpha) counts are highest and the lower window (beta) counts are

lowest while still on the plateau. Save the desired voltage setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set H\r
button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to verify the HV set point is the desired value
established during the plateau.

Determine background and calibration constant next by selecting Calibration then Determine Calibration
Constant. Verify Channel 1, Upper Window, and Background buttons are selected with the count time set rc

300 seconds. Place the probe in a low background area and then click on the Start button to begin the
background count. The background should be less than 30 cpm.

Upon completion of the background count, click on the Cal. Const. button. Enter the calibration field, whirl-
should be a 23olh source of around 8K cpm (= 16K dpm), such as s/n 10001. The units have to be in cpm ti
match the probe set up. Expose the probe to the source and click on Start to begin the count. The actual c - u -
time is determined by the WinE600 program.

Upon completion, verify the determined cal constant (ie, 2n efficiency or counts/count parameter) is grea:=:
than 0.60. If within tolerance, answer Yes to the save prompt. Note the efficiency (CC x 700 = Vo eff r,
record later on the calibration report.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Select Calibrate,then Run Linearity Check. Click on the Efficiency Based Linearity Check box on top of the

dialog box that appears. Enter the 23(Th source count rate for the linearity fields. Sources should be I inch,

plated23oThof lessthan2Kcpmandanotherof morethanTKcpm,suchass/n 10170and 10001. Notethe

field entered must be tn rhe same units (cpm) as the probe set up.

Click on the Start burton to begin the linearity check. If a LINDATA.TXT file already exists the Overwrite

dialog box will appear. Click on fes to overwrite ttre existing file with the new linearity data. Follow the

instructions in the dialog boxes that appear. The E-600 response and percent error will be reported. (Note:

The linearity tolerance is set in System parameters). Click on the Start button again to r€peat the linearity tests

or to add different fields. T\e Overwrite boxthat appears will allow adding to the existing linearity data file or

overwriting it.

Unless calibration other than cpm is specified, edit the cal constant to 1.00 in both the upper and lower

windows of channel l. This yields actual probe count rate, the recommended procedure for these probes. To

edit the cal constant select Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable, then Channel Parameters. Jump

to step 15.

If calibration is to source count rate (2n emissions) then jump to step 15. Do not edit the cal constants to 1.00,

the previously determined values are correct fot 2x emissions'

If units of dps, dpm or Bq are desired, change the activity units and cal constant at this time. To edit the units

and cal constant select Edit, Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable , then Channel Parameters. Select the

desired units in channel 1 and divide the previously determined cal constant by two.

For example: If the prcriously determined cal constant was 0.28 counts/count. Change the units to dpm, then

edit the cal constant to 0.14 counts/disint. (0.28 + 2).

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure are set in the instrument. To print cal report,

select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibrated. Since no

linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears. Record the

isotope and previously determined efficiency on the printed calibration report. Print the plateau for this probe

by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate file from the list in the dialog box' Verify

printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the plateau is displayed in the Graph Window,

select File then Print Graph.

;

ll

#
ll

it
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Q. SPA-3

section 1 - calibration in cps, cpM, R/tr (for pHA calibration skip to section 2)

1' with the E-600 oFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to theCHECK position, then launch the winE600 progmm. set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selectingUtility, then Set Time.

2' Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup FromDisl<, then Smart probe parameters orconventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate filefor the probe under calibration. click on the oK button to transfer the pa-rameters from the disk file to theinstrument' verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,Smart Probe or Conve 'ftional Probe,then the Probe utd channel parameters. previously calibrated smartprobes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (psec.) 20

Probe Area (cm2) 20

Max. Hieh Voltaee 1600

Overrange (cps) 48000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Type Gamma

Units R/h

Selected Window Upper

High Voltase 410

Window Param's
Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 2.00 2.00

counts/count 1.00 L00

Bke. Weisht Factor 0 0

Integrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I I

3' Select Edit'then Instrument Parameters. If necessary, enter the E-600 serial number and calibrarir:
the window that appears. Likewise, enter the probe serial number and model in the probe paratne:: .
submenu of the smart probe or conventionai probe as applicable.

t
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4. Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown h"low. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) l0

Startins Voltage 400

Endine Voltase 840

Voltase Steo 20

Max. Count Rate (cps) 20,000*

Graoh Name SPA-3

File Name SPA3.GRF

* Depends on source activity.

Place a CS-78, t"Cs 
1= lpCi) check source against the end of the probe, preferably in a lead shield. Click on

the Start button. There will be a delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the

source plateau will appear after the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear

asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If the noise region of the plateau has not been reached, extend

the ending voltage as necessary to complete the plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by ciicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the center of the upper window plateau. At this point the lower

window counts should be at their lowest also. Save the desired voltage setting to the instrument by clicking on

the Set I1V button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to verify the HV set point is the desired

value established during the plateau.

Next select Calibration,then Determine Calibration Constant. Verify Channel l, Upper Window, and

Background buttons are selected with the count time set to 120 seconds. Calibration should be performed in an

area with less than 30 pR/h background. Place the probe in a low background area, then click on the Start
button to begin background count.

After the background has been determined, click on CaL Const. Enter the calibration freld, 0.0004 R/h. Place

the probe in a 0.4 mR/h (0.0004 R/h) t37cs field, face on. Probe must be in free air, suspended on non-metallic

objects at least 3 feet off the floor with no other objects within 6 feet. Click on the Start button to begin

determining cal constant. Actual count time is determined by the program and field strength. When the count

is complete, click on Save to store the new calibration constant if within 5.0E+10 to 9.0E+10.

Click on Dead Time and enter the dead time field, 0.002 R/h. Place the probe in a 2 mR/h (0.002 R/h) 137Cs

field. Click on the,S/arf button. The program could take several count cycles to determine an accurate dead

time. If deadtimefallswithin 16to26 psec.,click onSave whenprompted,tostorenewvalueinthe
instrument.

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure are set in the instrument. If calibration is to R/h,
jump to step 1L Otherwise, edit the units of measure to cpm or cps, and cal constant (counts/count parameter)

to l.00inboththeupperandlowerwindowsof channel l. Toedittheunitsandcalconstant, selectEdit,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.t
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Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable, then Channel Parameters. Jump to step 12 to print calibration
report.

1 1. Select Calibrate, then Run Linearity Check. Enter the following 137Cs linearity fields in the dialog box that
appears: 0.0005 R/h (0.5 mR/h) and 0.001 R/h (1 mR/h). Note the field entered musr be in the same units
(R/h)' as the probe set up. Click on the Start button to begin the linearity check. If a LINDATA.TXT file
already exists the Overwrite dialog box will appear. Click on Yes to overwrite the existing file with the new
linearity data. Follow the instructions that appear in the dialog box. The E-600 response and percent error will
be reported. (Note: The linearity tolerance is set in Systemparameters). Click on the Start buiton again to
repeat the linearity tests or to add different fields. The Overwrite box that appears will allow adding to the
existing linearity data file or overwriting it all together.

12. Print cal report by selecting Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just
calibrated. If linearity data was taken, click on the IES button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box
appears' Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate
file from the list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. Whenihe
Graph Window is displayed, select FiIe then print Graph.

Section 2 - PHA Calibration

13. Load the SPA-3 PHA probe parameters, by selecting Edit, Load Setup FromDist, then Smart probe
Parameters or Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the
spa3pha.* file for the probe under calibration. Click on the oK button to transfer the parameters from the disl;
file to the instrument' Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selectrne
Edit, Smart Probe or Conventional Probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (psec.) 2A

Probe Area (cm2) 20

Max. Hieh Voltase 1600

Overrange (cps) 48,000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0
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Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Tvpe PHA

Units cpm

Selected Window [-ower

Hieh Voltage 400

14.

15.

Window Param's Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 4.00 5.00

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

Intesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider 1 t

Select Edit. then Instrument Parameters. If necessary, enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in

the window that appears. Likewise, enter the probe serial number and model inthe Probe Parameters

submenu of the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable.

Sele,ct Calibrate,then Run plateau. Click on the Channel / radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 20

Startine Voltase 440*

Endine Voltaee 500*

Voltage Step 10

Max. Count Rate (cps) 20,000*'k

Graph Name SPA-3, PHA

File Name SPA3.GRF

* Plateau starting and ending voltages will vary with isotope. Approximate plateau voltages are 440V to

500V for r37Cs: 670V to 710V for 2arAm and 400V to 450V for 60Co.

x* Depends on source activity.

16. place a CS-7B, tttcs 
1* lpCi) check source or other isotope of interest, against the end of the probe, preferably

in a lead shield. Click on the Start button. There will be a delay before the first count begins as the high
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18.

voltage settles' A graph of the source plateau will appear after the first count. When the ending voltage is
reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If the noise region of the
plateau has not been reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to complete the plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the
voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is on the peak of the lower window. Save the desired voltage setting
to the instrument by clicking on the Set HV button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will appear to verify
the HV set point is the correct desired value.

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument. To print
cal report' select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just calibiated
Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appears.
Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Disptay Plateauthen select the appropriate file from
the list in the dialog box' Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When ihe Graph
Window is displayed, select FiIe then print Graph.
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R. SPA-6
Caiibration in CPS, CPM

l. With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to the

CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting

Utility, then Set Time.

Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smart Probe Parameters or

Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file
for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the

instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,

Smart Probe or Conventional Probe, then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart

probes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 15

Probe Area (cm2) 20

Max. Hish Voltase 1600

Overranse (cps) 50,000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number

Channel Type Gamma

Units cpm

Selected Window Uooer

Hieh Voltaee 750

Window Param's
Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 3.00 10.00

counts/count L00 1.00

Bks. Weisht Factor 0 0

Inteerate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider 1

3. Select Edll. Instrument Parameters, then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the window
that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and "Next Cal. Date"

I
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parameter should be set to one year after last cal date' Likewise, enter the probe serial number' model' and cal

dates in the probe parameterssubmenu of either the smart probe or conventionar Probe as applicable'

Select caribrate,then Run plateau. click on the channel / radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name' Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension'

place a cs-78, ,.rcs 
1= lpci) check source against the end of the probe, preferably in a lead shield' click on

the Startbutton. There will be a delay beforJthe first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the

source plateau will appear after the first count. when the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear

asking ifthe ending voltage should be extended' Ifthe noise region ofthe plateau has not been reached' extend

ttre enOing voltage as necessary to complete the plateau'

when the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graptr uniil the vertical bar is at the centei of the upper window plateau' Save the desired

voltage setting to the instrument by clicking on the set HVbatton in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will

upp"i, to verily the HV set point ii ttre desired value established during the plateau'

Next select calibrationthen Determine calibration constanr' Verify channel 1, Upper window' and

Background buttons are selected with the count time set to 60 seconds' calibration should be performed in a'

area with less than 30 pR/h background. Place the probe in a low background area, then click on the s/art

button to begin the background count. Note the reading upon completion of the background count' Switch t:

Background mode on the E-600'

place the probe in a 0.5 mR/h (0.0005 R/h; 13?cs field, face on. probe must be in free air, at least 3 feer ci-. :',,:

ground with no large objects within 6 feet. Acquire a count inthe Background mode by watching the

countdown in the lower-right comer. Note the LPU value when it is below 2Vo' Subtract the previouslr

determined background frlm this value. Multiply the net cpm value by 8 and use this number as the dea; " - 
"'

field.

click on Dead Time and enter the dead time field, determined in step 8' Place the probe' in a 4 mR/h + *

R/h) r37Cs field. Click on the Starr button. The program could take several count cycles to determine '-
accurate dead time. If clead time falls within 16 to 26 psec', click on Save when prompted' to store th; - : '

value.

10. Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure (cps or cpm) are set in the instrument l" :'' -

cal report, select calibiation, and print calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just ;: :':dr-:r:]

5.

7.

8.

9.

Count Time (sec.

SPA6.GRF
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Since no linearity data was taken, click on the NO button when the Print Linearity Data dialog box appean.

print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plnteau then select the appropriate file from

the list ilthe dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the Graph

Window is displayed, select File then Print Graph'
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S. SPA.8
Calibration in CPM, CPS, R/h

1. With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to the

cHEcK position, then launch the winE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting

Utility, then Set Time.

2. Next load the probe parameters. select Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smart Probe Parameters or

Conventional probe parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file

for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the

instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,

Smart probe or Conventional probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart

probes will have parameters stored internally and won't require downloading from the computer'

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 36

Probe Area (cm2) 5

Max. Hieh Voltage 1500

Overrange (cps) 45000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number 1

Channel Type Gamma

Units cpm

Selected Window Upper

Hieh Voltaee 525

Window Param's
Lower Unner

Threshold (mV) 2.00 2.00

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bke. Weieht Factor 0 0

lnteerate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I I

3. Select Edit, Instrument Parameters, then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the r" t: :

that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and "Next Cal' Date

p-u-"t", should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, mode- ';
dates in the probe Parameters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applic': '
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4. Select Calibrate,then Run Plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Plateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 10

Startins Voltaee 500

Endins V I 100

Voltaee Steo 50

Max. Count Rate (cps) 15,000x

Graoh Name SPA-8

File Name SPA8.GRF

* Depends on source activity

5. Expose the probe to a CS-7B, "tCs 1= lpCi) check source, preferably in a lead shield. Position the source disc

with the active side facing the end of the probe. Click on the S/arf button. There will be a delay before the

first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the source plateau will appear after the first count.

I When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear asking if the ending voltage should be extended. If
I the noise region ofthe plateau has not been reached, extend the ending voltage as necessary to complete the

plateau.

II[ 6. When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by clicking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph until the vertical bar is at the center of the-:;ppr-rvindqv plateau. Save the desired

il voltage setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set HV button in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will
lll uppear to verify the HV set point is the desired value established during the plateau. If calibration is to pR/]r

then jump to step 11.

ilfl Z. Select Calibrationthen Determine Calibration Constanr. Verify Channel 1, Upper Window, and Background

buttons are selected with the count time set to 300 seconds. Calibration should be performed in an area with

x less than 30 FR/h background. Place the probe in a low background area, then click on the Slarr bufton to

]1 egin the background count.

,l 8. Place the probe in a 0.5 mR/h (0.0005 R/h) r37cs field, face on. Probe must be in free air, at least 3 feet off the

! ground with no large objects within 6 feet. Acquire a count in the Background mode by watching the

countdown in the lower right corner. Note the CPM value when it is below 2Vo. Subtract the previously

, determined background from this value. Multiply the net cpm value by 15 and use this number as the dead
II time field.

9. Click on Dead Time and enter the dead time field, determined in step 8. Place the probe, in a7.5 mR./hr37Cs

field. Click on the Stcrl button. The program could take several count cycles to determine an accurate dead

time. If dead time falls within 20 to 65 psec., click on Save when prompted, to store the new Dead Time
parameter.

10. Calibration is now complete. To print cal report, select Calibration, and Print Calibration Report, while still
connected to the E-600 just calibrated. Since no linearity data was taken. click on the NO button when the

Print Linearity Data dialog box appears. Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display

ll
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plateauthen select the appropriate file from the list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the

computer and ready to print. when the plateau is displayed in the Graph window, select File then Print

Graph.

R/h Calibration

1 1. Edit the units to Rftr by selecting Edit, Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable , then Channel

parameters. Change channel 1 units from cpm to R/h. Place the probe in a low background area' Calibration

should be performed in an area with less than 30 FR/h background. Select Calibration, then Determine

Calibration Constant. Verify Channel 1, Upper Window, and Background are selected with the count time set

to l2}seconds. click on the start button to begin background count.

12. After the background has been determined, click on cal. const. Enter the calibration field, 0'0005 R/h' Place

the probe in a 0.5 mR/h (0.0005 R./h; r37Cs field, face on. Probe must be in free air, at least 3 feet off the

ground with no large objects within 6 feet. Click on the Startbutton to begin determining cal constant' Actual

count time is determined by the program and field strength. When the count is complete, click on Save to store

thenewcalibrationconstantifwithinl.00E+10to2.00E+10'

13. Next, click on Dead Time. Enterthe dead time field, 0.0075 R/tr. Place the probe in a7 .5 mR/h (0'0075Rih)

137Cs field. Click on the Start button. The program could take several count cycles to determine an accurate

dead time. If dead time falls within 20 to 63 l.riec., click on Save when prompted, to store new value in the

instrument.

14. Select Calibrate,then Run Linearity Check. Enter the following 137Cs linearity fields in the dialog box that

appears: 0.0005 R/h (0.5 mR/h), 0.002 R/h (2 mR/h), and 0.010 R/h (10 mR/h). Note the field entered must

be in the same units (R/h), as the detector set up'

15. Click on the startbutton to begin the linearity check. If a LINDATA.TXT file already exists the overwrire

dialog box will appear. click on Yes to overwrite the existing file with the new linearity data' Follow the

instructions in tnl aiatog boxes that appear. The E-600 response and percent error will be reported' (Note:

The linearity tolerance is set in Systemparanreters). Click on the Startbutton again to repeat the linearity test:

or to add different fields. Tthe Overwrite boxthat appears will allow adding to the existing linearity data file ;:

overwriting it all together.

16. when the linearity tests are complete, select calibration,then Print catibration Report, while still connecrl3':

to the E-600 just calibrated. Add the linearity data to the report when prompted' Print the plateau for this

probe by selecting Calibration, Display Ptaieauthen select the appropriate file from the list in the dialog b"'- '

when the Graph window is displayed, select File then Print Graph'
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1.

sPA-g, RD-19
Calibration in CPS, CPM

With the E-600 OFF, connect the computer and detector cables to the instrument. Turn the E-600 to the

CHECK position, then launch the WinE600 program. Set and verify correct time in the E-600 by selecting

Utility, then Set Time.

Next load the probe parameters. Select Edit, Load Setup From Disk, then Smart Probe Parameters or

Conventional Probe Parameters whichever is applicable. From the list presented, select the appropriate file

for the probe under calibration. Click on the OK button to transfer the parameters from the disk file to the

instrument. Verify the default probe parameters in the E-600 are set per the table below by selecting Edit,

Smart Probe or Conventional Probe,then the Probe and Channel parameters. Previously calibrated smart

probes will have parameters stored intemally and won't require downloading from the computer.

Probe Parameters

Dead Time (usec.) 31

Probe Area (cm2) 20

Max. Hish Voltage 1600

Overrange (cps) 50000

Radon Alarm (cps) 0

Channel Parameters

Channel Number I

Channel Tvoe Gamma

Units R/h

Selected Window Upper

Hish Voltaee 575

Window Param's
Lower Upper

Threshold (mV) 3.00 10.00

counts/count 1.00 1.00

Bks. Weieht Factor 0 0

Intesrate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Rate Alarm 0.0 0.0

Click Divider I 1

Select Edit. Instrument Parameters, then enter the E-600 serial number and calibration dates in the window

that appears. For "Last Cal. Date" parameter enter the actual date of calibration and "Next Cal. Date"

2.

3.

I

t
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parameter should be set to one year after last cal date. Likewise, enter the probe serial number, model, and cal

dates in the probe parttmeters submenu of either the Smart Probe or Conventional Probe as applicable'

4. Select Calibrate, then Run plateau. Click on the Channel l radio button on top, then edit the plateau voltage

parameters as shown below. Specify a graph name (up to 30 characters) and a graph file name. Note the

graph file name must have a .GRF extension.

Flateau Parameters

Count Time (sec.) 10

Startine Voltage 550

Endine Voltase 1300

Voltase Step 50

Max. Count Rate (cps) 67000

Graph Name SPA-9

File Name SPA9.GRF

place a CS-7B, trtcs 
1= lpCi) check source against the end of the probe, preferably in a lead shield. Click on

the Start button. There will be a delay before the first count begins as the high voltage settles. A graph of the

source plateau will appear after the first count. When the ending voltage is reached a prompt will appear

asking ifthe ending voltage should be extended. Ifthe noise region ofthe plateau has not been reached, extend

the ending voltage as necessary to complete the plateau.

When the plateau is complete, select the high voltage set point by cticking on the < and > symbols on the

voltage plateau graph uniil the vertical bar is at the center of the upper window plateau. Save the desired

uoltale setting to the instrument by clicking on the Set HVbutton in the plateau dialog box. A prompt will

appear to verify the HV set point is the desired value established during the plateau'

Next select Calibration,then Determine Calibration Constanr. Verify Channel 1, Upper Window, and

Background buttons are selected with the count time set to 120 seconds. Calibration should be performed in a:

area with less than 30 FR/h background. Place the probe in a low background area, then click on the Start

button to begin the background count. Upon completion of the background count, click on the Cal. Const-

button.

After the background has been determined, click on Cal. Const. Enter the calibration field, 0'0005 R/h. Place

the probe in a b.S mR/h (0.0005 R/h) t37cs field, face on. Probe must be in free air, suspended on non-metalL.

objects at least 3 feet off the floor with no other objects within 6 feet. Click on the Start button to begin

determining cal constanr. Actual count time is determined by the program and field strength. When the cou:"'

is complete, click on Save to store the new calibration constant if within 2.0E+10 to 4.0E+10.

Click on Dead Time and enter the dead time field, 0.005 R/h. Place the probe in a 5 mR/tr (0.005 R/h) r37Cs

field. Click on the Start button. The program could take several count cycles to determine an accurate dead

time. If dead time falls within 25 to 38 trrsec., click on Save when prompted, to store new value in the

instrument.

Calibration is now complete. Verify correct units of measure are set in the instrument. If calibration is to Rh.

jump to step 11. Otherwise, edit the units of measure to cpm or cps, and cal constant (counts/count param:::-

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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ll.

to l.00inboththeupperandlowerwindowsof channel l. Toedittheunitsandcalconstanr. selertEdit.
Smart or Conventional Probe as applicable, then Channel Parameters. Jump to step 12 to print calibration
repon.

Select Calibrate,then Run Linearity Check. Enter the following r37Cs linearity fields in the dialog box that
appears: 0.0005 R/h (0.5 mR/h) and 0.005 Rih (5 mRih). Note the field entered must be in the same units
(R/h), as the probe set up. Click on the Start button to begin the linearity check. If a LINDATA.TXT file
already exists the Overwrite dialog box will appear. Click on Yes to overwrite the existing file with the new
linearity data. Follow the instructions that appear in the dialog box. The E-600 response and percent error will
be reported. (Note: The linearity tolerance is set in System parameters). Click on the Start button again to
repeat the linearity tests or to add different fields. The Overwrite box that appears will allow adding to the
existing linearity data iile or overwriting it all together.

Print cal report by selecting Calibration,and Print Calibration Report, while still connected to the E-600 just
calibrated. If linearity data was taken, click on the I/ES bufton when the Print Linearity Data dialog box
appears. Print the plateau for this probe by selecting Calibration, Display Plateau then select the appropriate
file from the list in the dialog box. Verify printer is connected to the computer and ready to print. When the
Graph Window is displayed, select FiIe then Print Graph.

12.

I

t!
I
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